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Quote from
L. Ron Hubbard
“The avoidance of reality
is merely an avoidance
of present time.”
Scientology: A New Slant
on Life
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~~ Editorial ~~
Dear Reader,
With the research and discovery of the basic tenets of Scientology by Lafayette Ron Hubbard,
we now have a way to relieve human suffering and degradation.
The fantastic tool of application of these tenets are the principles of auditing. It is through auditing that we can regain our true selves and move closer to cause in our life.
There is a technology to auditing and this technology must be followed exactly in order to obtain the predicted results that Ron Hubbard laid out.
A famous sculpture was asked how he creates such marvellous pieces of sculpture.
He said, “You cut away what you don’t want, and leave what you do want.”
Lafayette Ron Hubbard found the way to cut away what we don’t want and leave what we do
want when it comes to personal freedom. It is the application of the original philosophy he
evolved called standard technology.
And that is what we do in auditing.
Michael Moore
President
International Freezone Association Inc.,

FREE THETA
The voice of Freedom! The voice of the Freezone!
Exciting articles by well known & respected Freezone individuals.
Regular favourite features. Available to Members only.
http://internationalfreezone.net
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The Aims of Scientology
and the IFA
Lafayette Ron Hubbard first issued the ‘Aims of
Scientology’ which of course still stands. Yet, despite holding a copyright on these aims the
Church of Scientology, RTC and the CST do not
appear to be following these aims fully. Therefore
it behooves us to take some responsibility and set
out our aims, based upon the aims that Ron first
envisaged as something which we can honestly
strive to attain.
We therefore stated below:

The Aims of the IFA
To contribute towards having a sane society by the promotion, expansion and application of the technology to the point
where people can live their lives in peace
and security and without war or insanity
and where they can honestly flourish and
prosper and attain higher levels of spiritual being.

We welcome you to the IFA We would
like your help in achieving our aims and
helping others and we hope to be able to
help you in return.
The original working technology of Lafayette Ron Hubbard is the most vital movement on Earth today. In a troubled world,
the job of promoting and applying this
technology is not easy. But then, if it
were, we wouldn't have to be doing it.
The IFA does not owe its help not having
done anything to caused it to propitiate.
We are here because we want to be here
and we want to assist Ron in his aims.
As Ron says:

"Man suspects all offers of help. He has
often been betrayed, his confidence shattered. Too frequently he has given his
trust and been betrayed. We may err, for
we build a world with broken straws. But
we will never betray your faith in us so
The IFA is non political in nature and wel- long as you are one of us.
comes any individual of any creed, race
The sun never sets on Scientology.
or nation.
The IFA does not seek revolution. The
IFA seeks only to assist in paving the way
for evolution to higher states of being for
the individual and for society. After endless millennia of ignorance about himself,
his mind and the universe, a breakthrough has been made for man by Lafayette Ron Hubbard with the philosophy and
the technology he developed to free man
from the shackles of his mind.

And may a new day dawn for you, for
those you love and for man.
Our aims are simple, if great.
And we will succeed, and are succeeding
at each new revolution of the Earth.
Your help is acceptable to us.
Our help is yours."

According to Lafayette Ron Hubbard,
"The combined truths of fifty thousand 'The Aims of Scientology' -- Lafayette Ron
years of thinking men, distilled and ampli- Hubbard
fied by new discoveries about man, have
~oo00oo~
made for this success."
Copyright © 20010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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CERTIFIED AUDITORS & GROUPS
This list of auditors and groups here have been ratified and certified
As delivering On Source Standard Technology.
These Auditors and groups have requested and gone through an exacting certification process
that validates their abilities and expertise. See Certification for further details.

Copyright © 2010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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The Most Valuable
People in the World
By
Michael Moore
Lafayette Ron Hubbard said that Auditors
were the most valuable people in the world.
Of course he was right. But the most valuable
of all the auditors in the planet must be those
battling it out in the field. Alone with sparse
technical and administrative support, relying
valiantly on their own mettle and the C of S
looming in the shadows waiting to pounce for
any infringement of their perceived monopoly
with the weapon of copyright.
What does an Auditor need out there carrying
the Flag for Ron's Tech? An Auditor needs
support. An Auditor needs and deserves the
sort of support the most valuable beings in the
world should have! C/S support. Admin support. Someone there to provide succor. Someone guarding their door to freedom while they
are busy helping someone else with theirs.
Someone to help them stay on the straight and
narrow path of LRH standard technology with
all the right references and guidance whilst
surrounded by the aberrations of the planet.
And what about the PC? Where would an
auditor be without a PC in front of him? And
how can a PC find an auditor not 1000 miles
away but within reach and who actually uses
LRH Technology and not some strange alter-is
of the tech designed to produce startling effects
and no lasting substance? When a PC has just
been thrust out of the C of S door and had it
slammed shut behind him and he is left apparently looking at a spiritual desert. Where does
he go? What does he do? How can he continue up the bridge?

nical Support Centre for Auditors and PCs in
the field.
A comprehensive LRH reference section as
part of preserving and promoting the technology complete with a search facility especially
designed for Auditors and PCs. An aggressive
marketing support structure set up including
surveys, Advertising, Press Release and News
Stories, Listings on Search engines, Banner
advertising and more specifically to provide
new pcs for auditors. A Communication Line
for pcs to locate auditors they can feel safe
with and who they know will apply LRH original technology to their case. A legal support
system for individuals, auditors and groups
members subject to unwarranted attacks and
hassles. The knowledge that, despite what any
other groups or church does, the technology is
still being preserved and available.
The IFA has been constructed with the foresight in mind to predict possible issues that
face the Freezone in the future and that can
also face their members. This is why there is
such an extensive constitution. An exacting
Terms of Use and a carefully thought out Dispute Resolution Process. Where else can you
find the predictability offered by the use of
these services? Many hundreds of hours went
into the construction of the association with
lots of discussion of, “What ifs?”, and “How
would we handle this issue?".

It may have been originated by one person but
many experienced Scientologists participated
and contributed. Experienced Class VIs and
Class VIIIs, people with many years of LRH
administrative experience, all made serious
contributions to the IFA format, working it
over, picking holes, finding and indicating
flaws and tweaking it until it fit the criteria as
outlined in the purposes of preserving, protectThe International Freezone Association is a ing and promoting the original technology of
non profit association specifically set up and Ron.
designed to provide for it’s members: A TechCopyright © 20010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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It is no coincidence that the web site is ‘green “we don’t like you because of this or that”, no
on white’, And has a picture of Ron on the holding one's past against one. No wog or Cof
front!
S attitudes of cut comm lines, exclusions or
stops on the lines. Our interest is in pursuing
The IFA is dedicated to Ron’s Original Tech- our purposes as packaged in our motto,
nology. To its preservation, it’s protection and “Preserve, Protect & Promote”.
its promotion.
Our aim is to keep the technology sound and
Each member, although a member of the asso- being applied and to be able to support and ofciation, is still an individual. There is no intru- fer succor to those who apply it.
sion into a member’s life or any dictatorial approach as to how one should live or be. The
~oo00oo~
only criterion is “Has the member agreed to
the constitution and Terms of Service?” If so
that person can become a member. There is no,

~~ Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~
"If you think for a moment that it is the purpose of Scientology to produce something intensely
spectacular like a ghost that can move cigarette papers or mountains, you have definitely gotten
the wrong idea.
We are interested in well men, we are interested in people with well bodies who think straight
and who co-operate on optimum solutions. We are not making magicians. There are a great
many things which a thetan or the analytical mind can do, but all these, until you are certain of
them, belong in the field of para-Scientology and are only interesting data.
We have no interest in their truth or untruth. If you start filling your pc full of an education
about the whole track and electronic incidents and other doubtful things, you are giving him
more and more uncertainties and he'll start on down tone scale.
By giving him a gradient scale of certainties, you will surely and securely bring him up the line
to stability."
The Purposes of the International Freezone Association
Preserve the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard for
future use so it is available for all mankind.
Protect the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard so it is
not altered, diluted or changed in anyway but remains exactly as Lafayette Ron Hubbard issued it.
Promote the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard so it
may be known by all mankind

http://internationalfreezone.net
Copyright © 2010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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Quotes from Dianetics
55, by L. Ron Hubbard
"Anyone who knows the structure, function, and dynamics of the human mind is very difficult to control. The only
way a mind can be controlled is by enforcing upon it ignorance of itself."
"And when one restores full awareness to a mind one is no longer able to victimize it. And a profession or a society
would have to move out of slave orientation into action by freedom and consent, were it to be effective."
"Just as you do not want people to control you, so you should want knowledge of yourself and others. Just as you
fight away from knowingness concerning self, so you will be controlled."
"The only elements in a society which would combat, or contest, or dispute an effort to attain such a science would
be those interests which desired, by ignorance, to maintain their control of a slavery."
"Dianetics can be contested, it can be vilified, its founder and practitioners can be publically pilloried, but Dianetics cannot be ignored. It could neither be drowned in praise, nor burned in some purge to its total eradication, for it
is a wonderfully observable fact that the one impulse in Man which cannot be erased is his impulse toward freedom, his impulse toward sanity, toward higher levels of attainment in all of his endeavours. This is Man's one saving grace, and because Dianetics is such an impulse, and because its basic purposes, from the moment of its conception, have been dedicated unswervably to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot perish - a fact which
will become doubtlessly more annoying to the slave-masters as the years roll on."
"That mind which understands itself is the mind of a free man. It is no longer prone to obsessive behaviour, unthinking compliances, covert innuendos."
"A mind that is enslaved is weak. A mind that is free is powerful, and all the power there is, is defined by and contained in freedom."
"If every man could be depressed from his freedom to a point where be believed himself but a cog in an enormous
machine, then all things would be enslaved. But who would be there to enjoy them?"
"Not the slave-maker, for he is the first to succumb. He succumbs to his own mechanisms. He receives the full jolt
of his own endeavors to entrap."
"Thus as we depart from the concepts of freedom, we depart into a darkness where the will, the fear, or the brutality, of one or a few, no matter how well educated, may yet obliterate everything for which we have worked, everything for which we have hoped. This is what happens when the machine runs wild, and when Man, become a machine, runs wild."
"We know, definitely, that the wrong thing to do is nothing. Whenever any situation may develop, we always have
that answer. It is wrong to do nothing. The only time anyone has ever gotten into serious trouble was when he decided that he could do nothing about something.
~oo00oo~

Check out the D Folgere Professional Course Booklets!
“The first 27 booklets parallel the 27 lectures of the Hubbard College
Lecture Series given in Wichita in March 1952.”

BUY NOW!
available at http://www.goldcenturypress.com
Copyright © 20010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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The Cycle of Action
A quote from: Melbourne Congress Lectures.
No. 3.given on the 7th November 1959
by Lafayette Ron Hubbard

“...But let us examine this cycle of action as it
is examined in Fundamentals of Thought and
we'll find out something very interesting. Creation to persist, as in survival, has to be continuously created. So it's create (that was the beginning) and then you get create-create-createcreate-create, see, continuous creation. We get
the persistence of something if it's continuously created, and then one of two things
would happen: It would either be continuously
created or not created at all and you'd get absolute destruction. But if the continuous creation
changed while it was being continuously created -- you created something on it to change
its form or alter it or vary it in some way -- you
would get the destruction of the original form.
You get the idea?

Right now you almost never see a pure cycle
of action. A pure cycle of action would simply
be this: A fellow creates something, then he
continues to create this thing so that it looks
like it's persisting, you see, and then ceases to
create it at which moment it disappears. Now,
that would be a knowing, meaning, clear-cut
cycle of action. That would be in its simplest
form, and that's the only kind of real destruction there would be. You'd just cease to create
There is no such thing as an absolute destrucsomebody and that would be destruction in an
tion except ceasing to create. And this -- this is
absolute nature.
one of the most fundamental fundamentals of
this universe. And these particular discoveries
Now, where -- where do we go astray on deand so forth take nuclear physicists and leave
struction and how do things get so mishmashed
them with terrible headaches because they're
and why is everybody so puzzled about it all?
more simple and more fundamental than nuWell, it's just that most destruction is not cesclear physics, because it gives you the characsation of creation. It's an additional creation on
ter of matter.
top of the object which is being destroyed. We
have a form and we put some dynamite in it
And you can go off into complications that
and it goes boom! And we say, "Well, we dehave gimmicks and ruddy rods and quantum
stroyed that!"
mechanics and everything else all piled on top
of this thing, gah-woof!
Oh, did we? What are all those fragments lying
all over the place?
What is still being created that everything else
is creating an alteration of? Well, that is the
So, destruction is actually basically an alterfundamental building block of the universe. It's
isness. What people call destruction is an alterthat thing which is still being created that a
isness.
great many alter-isnesses have been created
about.
It's never the cessation of anything. So if you
Copyright © 2010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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wonder if somebody gets in trouble if he
goes around destroying things -- well, the more
he destroys, the more he doesn't get rid of, because he's got the bits and pieces left forever
lying all over the place because he still must be
creating whatever he tried to destroy.
See, he's -- take a vase, a potter makes a vase
and then he continues to make the vase in order to have a solid form, and you have to help
him make the vase continuously, and it survives and it gets over, and everybody decides
to destroy this vase. So they break it up. Now,
of course, they've got fragments of a vase left
there till the end of time because somebody's
still creating a vase! Otherwise you couldn't
break it up. You can't break up that which isn't
being created. It's as stupidly simple as this.
So, two nations go to war and the United
States and the Allies are going to end Japan!
Going to finish off the Japanese empire and so
forth. They're going to go to war.

they did was alter-is it. They didn't just cease
to create Hitler; they alter-ised all of Hitler's
works. So, of course, basically they're persisting. And now people are going mad over in
Germany trying to uneducate the Hitler Youth.
You ask -- in a German schoolroom, you ask
the boys, "Well, now, what do you think of
Adolf Hitler?"
"Well, he's probably a misguided man in that
he was a zealot, and he made some beautiful
autobahns, and he got the German race better
known throughout the world and he purified
the blood of the Aryan people." And they say,
"No, no, no, no, no. No, no, no. What you're
supposed to say is, 'Hitler was a dog and a villain and never should have existed!"' And they
say, "Yes, we know we're supposed to say
that." Very recently a couple of German girls
appeared over in London and were hired organizationally.

They were Hitler Youth. Straight -- straight out
Well, it's a good thing they did. But they -- in of it. They were talking about some people
destroying it, they made its bits and pieces per- had pure Aryan blood and some people didn't
sist till you hear President Eisenhower recently and -- and so forth.
saying that the United States couldn't do such
The very violence which was pressed up
and such a thing because it would lose face.
And it was a good thing they went to war with against that mocked-up culture is making that
Germany because the Germans were all out on culture persist in some fashion. Even though it
has been conquered, it is still alive. They didn't
a -- various line. But what do we find now?
We find in the American Army relics of Ger- cease to create it, in other words, they alterised it. And so you get very few pure cycles of
man habits, equipments and names and titles
action.
and things the like of which you never heard
of. They're scattered all over the US Army.
Nowadays with the embalmer's art being what
In the First World War the conquest of Germany wound up with American soldiers wear- it is -- and by the way, the medical examiner of
ing, not quite, a German helmet. Did you ever the city of New York explained to me one day,
he said, "Well, the Egyptian, well, he might
notice that? In the Second World War they
have thought he knew a thing or two. He, you
wound up with their panzer divisions and all
know, buried a lot of mummies in tombs and
kinds of subdivisions and battle tactics and
names and nomenclature and so forth. And you preserved them. But," he says, "as far as the
embalmer's art is concerned," he says, "we in
look over the US Army rule book and you
modern times do a much better job." He says,
wondered, "Who won?"
"Our corpses," he said, "be dug up 10,000
years from now," he said, "they'd be just as
You see, they never destroyed Germany. All
Copyright © 20010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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good as the day they were buried." Well, you
certainly can't get a very pure cycle of action
while an embalmer's around.
A person's born -- a person is born, a person
survives and something destroys him. That's
generally the way this is thought of. And the
destroyed body, you see, is put in a coffin and
filled full of formaldehyde and taped up and
painted properly, and the coffin is put inside of
a concrete vault, and then they bury that in the
ground where the seepage won't get to it and it
never does finish its cycle of action, you see,
for an awful long time. And the cycle of action
keeps on going.
This bothers thetans! If you look on the backtrack you'll very often find, though, that what
really upsets them is not being up -- it doesn't
upset them to be buried. It upsets them to be
left around unburied.
If I were really wanting -- wanted to get even
with somebody, I would say, "Well, you know,
I'm going to wait until you're dead and then I'm
going to dig up your body. I'm going to take it
up on a high hill and expose it to the wind and
weather, you see. And after it's gone along for
a while and is kind of weathered away, I'm going to take the skull and sell it to a carnival
with the jaws so fixed as to flap, you see, and
with some sort of a speaker unit in back of it
that will tell the people some kind of a story.
That's what I'm going to do with your skull."

murdered. The Greeks didn't like bodies that
had been murdered. And the body had just
been thrown into a grove and neglected and
just deteriorated gradually. And you know, still
part of her consciousness was still there. It
wasn't so much of an engram. Part of her was
stuck in a grove in Greece, right now
in present time, see? And that was why she
always kind of felt a little bit absent and not
quite here. It wasn't that she was on the backtrack, it was that she was in a grove in Greece
still hanging around because of evidently a
couple of particles left of this body or something. Couldn't quite make out why.
But there's persistence, you see, still continuing to mock up something that wasn't there,
still trying to make something survive that has
been destroyed pins the person down to the
area.
You see how this would work? The person is -says, "I don't want to lose this body. I don't
want to lose it. Don't want to lose it. Don't
want to lose it. Don't want to lose it. Don't
want to lose it." And head goes off, you know,
and it gets cut in two and the person says, "I
don't want to lose it. Don't want to lose it."
And boy, he's pinned down still protecting -finally he's protecting an idea.

And there are people here right this moment
that have some kind of a mass stuck around
here someplace, you know. They're conscious
of it occasionally and they're still protecting
the mass energy idea of a body they once had.
Might not be real to them, but they wouldn't
See, it is still being created, and it hasn't been
realize that their nightmares after that had
destroyed at all because there's something left
something to do with what I'd told them, because they're very afraid of just that thing hap- of it.
pening. If they could get an absolute destrucSo, absolute destruction is something we see
tion of the body, they'd be all right, but you
very little of in this universe.
can -- oh, every once in a while you pick up
somebody in processing, you find out that he's
~oo00oo~
still been ... A girl in London -- picked her up,
ran it back to a time 1,500 years ago and body,
Copyright © 2010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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~~ Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~
"A group is no more ethical than its system of ethics. Ethics are a direct measure of a position
on the tone scale. A system for measuring the ethic of any individual or group could be devised
from tests measuring the communication, affinity and reality factors of the individual. Likewise
a system of measuring the ethic of a group could be devised from a study of its communication,
affinity and reality factors.
Theta is as pure as it has truth in it. The amount of Theta in a pure state in an individual or
group measures the life potential and energy of the group. We study, in Theta, not only reason
and ideals, but also the dynamic—the energy and longevity—of survival. Thus when we say
"amount of Theta" we could also say "amount of reason" and "abundance of energy expended
toward survival."
Ethics are distinct from morals. Ethics are the factors of survival as they reasonably and currently apply to the problem. Honesty, derivably, is the highest level of survival. Potential of survival can also be measured, in other words, in terms of the amount of truth discovered and applied to given problems and situations. Morals have
only to do with habits and customs and are to a large degree reactive, not reasonable.
On the tone scale it can be seen that survival potential drops lower and lower as communication, affinity and reality drop lower and lower. Death is no affinity, no communication, no reality and no survival. As one spots a group or an individual on the tone scale he can spot exact
and precise reactions of ARC for that individual. Around two, as for communications, the individual will censor communications. Around two he has overt hostility for his affinity. Around
two he has challenge, interruption for his agreement. Lower, around 1. 5, he deals with perversion of communications, hatred for his affinity and utter disagreement for his agreement
(reality). Around 1.0 he has cut-off for communications, covert hostility for his affinity and
contradiction for his agreement.
As an individual is upon the tone scale so will he inevitably handle ARC. As a group exists on a
tone scale, so will it inevitably handle ARC." L. Ron Hubbard (Excerpted from Diagnosis And
Repair Of Groups, January 1951)

~ Special Notice ~
The IFA is now on Twitter and Face book! To see the IFA posts on twitter simply log into Twitter and go to
IFreezoneAssoc
To see the IFA on Facebook, Just log in to Facebook and go to
Int Freezone Assoc
Copyright © 20010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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Wins & Success Stories
from
the Independent
Scientology
Freezone
We get many success stories in the Freezone of auditing, training and even just from
reading Lafayette Ron Hubbard Books!
Here is just a small selection.
SAY IT LOUD, SAY IT CLEAR!
Today I originated Clear! Leon, my auditor
checked me and I attested to Clear!!!
What a beautiful experience! I felt emptied of
the baggage I had been carting around with
me for eons and could experience me as myself. I do not wish to get esoteric or gushing
about this, but truly it is a journey worth taking!
I had done the hard yards with the C of S
through my grades and had decided I needed a
freer environment to complete my Solo and
Clearing Course as I was experiencing stops;
some perhaps of my own making. Whatever, I
was no longer feeling comfortable or supported
there.
I came to New Zealand to work with Leon and
I received complete ARC and found that I
was able to work though my case without any
enturbulation whatsoever. Leon knew how to
guide me without any evaluation or invalidation; it just went A to B. until I KNEW there
was nothing left on my first dynamic.
My OT levels await me, but at this point of
time and after the long winding road I travelled

I am taking this HUGE WIN and I am going to
savour it . I can still hardly believe it. Well, I
can actually, because it is there in all my beingness!
I would like to thank my wife who has unselfishly supported me all the way; I could not
have persisted without her total love and support in what I was doing. She is a Goddess in
my eyes.
My auditor Leon Swart who I have complete
trust in and whose ARC was so total that it
made the task smooth and unenturbulated.
And finally to LRH, or the Old Man as he is
affectionally known in the Freezone, for making
it all possible.
Much love, EL
~oo00oo~
Grade III
I have just attested to completing Grade III. Of
the previous grades, this one has been the fastest to do. It has been relatively calm to do. If I
get upset, it lasts very briefly, or I can go and
spot the source of the upset. And I realize that

Copyright © 2010. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED International Freezone Association Inc
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if my reaction does not match the current situation, it is because I would be dramatizing
something that was earlier! That bank reaction
is more real to me! I can see it. (In others too!)
Great auditing. Thanks Chris, and of course to
the one who made it all possible - LRH."
Drug Rundown
"On the Drug Rundown I feel unbothered by
drugs I have done and there are no more past
upsets from drugs. Another nice win was I
gained a greater certainty of past lives. I feel
good in general in the area of drugs and alcohol I have taken and don't feel bad about the
drugs I've done anymore."
Sunshine RD
After 3 or 4 minutes I had the following cog:
there is nothing big or small, near or far but
everything depends on us. We decide if a thing
is big or small. And a big thing, if we decide in
that way, can become small. It doesn't exist
something far or near, because we can be, if

we decide it, at the same time everywhere. And
in the same way it doesn't exist a special thing,
but everything can be special, the most insignificant thing too, if we decide to see it in this
way. And in the same way in this moment I've
decided that everything I see and feel is wonderful...
OT1
I have completed OT1! I'm so happy I could
cry. I had more fun than ever, it's like all the
material I ever studied, has been put to work,
and via my observations, I can truly see what
sort of game we have here with energies and
flows and a definite distinction between them
and theta. It's so obvious yet SO overlooked!!!
I FEEL good ,and everybody could, and
should. THANK YOU Ron. And thank you.
MM
~oo00oo~

~~ Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~
"Well, I'll tell you something very esoteric and very
magical about the whole thing. If you thoroughly ran
out the idea that an atom bomb could affect you, and
if you established the idea that you could affect the
atom bomb, you could probably stand (this is the reductio ad absurdum of this) in the middle of an atomic
blast and never even get your hair parted. "A living
thing has to make up its mind that it can be harmed by
something before it can be harmed by it. You have to
carry with you the seeds of your own destruction before you can be hurt by anything. You have to make up
your mind that you can be hurt by an automobile before
you can be hurt by an automobile. You have to give
your consent to be destroyed, even to get a cut finger."
— L. Ron Hubbard
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~~ Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~
“I will not always be here on guard. The stars twinkle in the Milky Way
And the wind sighs for songs across the empty fields of a planet
a Galaxy away. You won’t always be here. But before
you go, whisper this to your sons and their sons:
"The work was free. Keep it so."

~ Wanted! ~

Capable beings needed to assist the International Freezone Association.
Admin and Tech Trained. Must be on source and an adherent
to Lafayette Ron Hubbard’s philosophy and technology. If
you are a trained auditor or admin trained, the IFA needs
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~ ~ ~ Definitions ~ ~ ~
ARC:
A word made from the initial letters of Affinity, Reality and Communication which together are considered to equal understanding. ARC is pronounced as three letters A-R
-C.
Scientologist
1. one who betters the conditions of himself and the conditions of others by using Scn
technology.
2. one who controls persons, environments and situations. A Scientologist operates
with the boundaries of the Auditor’s Code and the Code of a Scientologist.
3. one who understands life. His technical skill is devoted to the resolution of the problems of life.
4.A specialist in spiritual and human affairs.
Religion, 1. The ritual of worship or regard about spiritual matters. 2. A study of wisdom. 3. The word religion itself can embrace sacred lore, wisdom, knowingness of
gods and souls and spirits, and could be called, with very broad use of the word, a philosophy. We could say there is religious philosophy and there is religious practice.
Religious Philosophy, implies study of spiritual manifestations: research on the nature
of the spirit and study on the relationship of the spirit to the body; exercises devoted to
the rehabilitation of abilities in a spirit. Religious Practice, implies ritual, faith-in, doctrine based on a catechism* and a creed.
Dianetics & Scientology Technical Dictionary.

GOLD CENTURY PRESS
Quality Books for the
New Century
Publishers to the Scientologists Freezone
Gold Century Press
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